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Playfield Setup
The 9 character cards go into the top center card dispenser. The Golden Ticket
cards go into the dispenser to the right of the playfield. Open one bag of silver
coins for each side of the machine. (The third bag is a spare) First fill the coin
hopper up to the bend in the back metal extension and put the rest of the bag
onto the playfield. (550 coins in the hopper, 450 on the playfield).

Fill with 550 coins to this line

Character Cards Here

Golden Ticket Cards Here

450 coins on playfield

To access the operator menu, hold down the red button behind the ticket stack for 1 second
If the operator menu is called during game play all existing credits and tickets will be cleared

The accounting menu shows money in, tickets out and cards dispensed.
The Bonus Coins Won are the total of extra coins won from wheel spins.

Game Settings are options changeable by the operator:

TICKET VALUE
TICKETS PER CARD DISPENSED
GOLDEN TICKET VALUE
COMPLETE SET CARD VALUE
AVERAGE CARD DISPENSED CYCLE

TABLE CYCLE
MERCY TICKETS
MASTER VOLUME
ATTRACT VOLUME
SORTER SENSE

DISPLAY GAME PRICING
SHOW CASH IN
CURRENCY TYPE
RESET TO DEFAULTS

This is the monetary value of your ticket. In this example
we are using a penny value ticket.
This is how many tickets a single (non-Golden Ticket)
card dropped on the playfield is worth.
This is how many tickets a Golden Ticket card is worth
This is how many tickets a player would be hand paid
if they presented a complete set of cards.
This is how many shots it takes before a card is
dispensed onto the playfield. In this example we are
using 35, however the machine will use a random number
close to this setting so a card will not be dispensed
exactly every 35 shots.
A Golden Ticket card will be dispensed onto the playfield
after this many shots have been played. This is selectable
between 600,1200,1800,2400 and 3000 shots.
Number of tickets awarded for every 3 shots played
Volume level during game play
Volume level of attract sounds
This is the current sense setting of the coin sorter. If
the sorter is overloaded the sorter will shut down and
the machine will display an error. Hold the test button
and move the joystick to adjust this number. Higher
numbers are more sensitive. If you need to go lower
than 122 and you are still seeing sorter errors then
your sorter most likely has an issue and needs service.
Show token/shot price table during attract mode
Show “Cash” inserted before start of game
Switch between US, Euro, Pounds and Credits
Hold test button and move joystick right to set defaults.

The payout chart shown on the screen is an estimate of how the game will perform based on
the money used to play. In the example above, if the game was played only using quarters
then the value of each token played is .25 each. Based on the settings and value of a ticket
the operator can expect the game to payout roughly 7.49%.
In the example above the player gets 12 tokens for a dollar. This changes the value of the token
to .083 each. Now the machine can be expected to payout roughly 23.77%.
Since players will be using different amounts, the results are added together and the average
of the totals will be the expected payout.
The only three options which actually affect the machine’s game play are:
Average Card Dispensed Cycle In the above example the value is set to 35 - This
means that approximately every 35 shots (give or take a random amount) a card will be
dispensed from the upper card dispenser.
Table Cycle In the example above the value is set to 3000 - This means that approximately
every 3000 shots, when the bonus wheel spins it will land on and dispense a Golden Ticket
card from the side card dispenser.
Mercy Tickets Every third shot during game play, the machine will dispense mercy tickets.
You can adjust this from 1 to 5 tickets.
None of the other values will affect anything during game play. Bonus wheel spins are
completely random (except for a Golden Ticket). The other options are only used to display
an expected percentage based on the value of your ticket and how many tickets you are
hand paying for cards redeemed.

Money input settings allow the operator to adjust how coins and other forms of money are
registered in the machine. There are six total channels available allowing the operator to
use multiple money input devices such as a coin mech, bill acceptor and card swipe. Each
adjustment operates as a multiplier for the minimum money value. In the example above, we
are using US currency:
Coin Channel 1 is set to 1, so every coin pulse sensed will register .25 per pulse
1 coin deposited into machine registers .25 per coin
Coin Channel 2 is set to 2, so every coin pulse sensed will register .50 per pulse
1 coin deposited into machine registers .50 per coin (say your location uses tokens
instead of cash and each token is worth .50 each)
Coin Channel 3 is set to 4, so every coin pulse sensed will register 1.00 per pulse
1 coin deposited into machine registers 1.00 per coin (perhaps dollar coins are used)
Bill Channel 1 is each set to 4, so one pulse from the bill acceptor will register (4 x .25) $1.00
in the machine. This is presuming your bill acceptor is set to give 1 pulse per dollar.
If your bill acceptor is set to give out 4 pulses per dollar, you would set this
value to 1 since each pulse is .25.
Bill Channel 2 is each set to 2, so one pulse from the bill acceptor will register (2 x .25) $0.50
in the machine. This is presuming your bill acceptor is set to give 1 pulse per dollar.
Swipe Channel is set to 4. Every card swipe pulse will register as 1.00
The hard meters always pulse ONCE per input. Regardless what Coin Channel 1,2 or 3 are
set at the coin meter will only pulse once per input sensed (4 coins dropped means 4 clicks
on the meter). If a bill acceptor is set to 4 pulses for a dollar, the bill meter will click 4 times
for each dollar received. The swipe meter is the same. Every single pulse on the swipe line
will register one click on the meter.

The Hardware Test/Diagnostics page lets you test the various inputs and outputs connected
to the game I/O board.
Use caution as you can increment the mechanical meters which may affect collection reports !
One of the most important tests is the sorter current draw. This number represents the
current draw when the coin sorter motor is running. If you turn on the sorter motor in the
test menu, you will see the actual draw number. Over time as components in the sorter
wear, this number will begin to go lower. If you see constant sorter overload errors and you
need to keep lowering this value in the settings menu, it is a good possibility that your
sorter needs maintenance. Call Elaut USA and speak to a tech before it turns into a
costly repair.

Operating the machine and
instructions for maintenance
Refill
Refill of cards and tickets is done via the glass door.
Cashbox
Access to the cashbox is done via the lower door. Meters become accessible.
Warning : beware of moving parts when opening the
lower door.

